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OVERLOOKING OVERKILL: 
ON THE FOLLY OF LINEAR RESPONSE SCALES FOR A NON-LINEAR WORLD 

1. Lets people know clearly 
where he stands on issues. 
Declares himself.

2. Direct; a straight-shooter. 
Tells people candidly what 
he thinks. 

never        rarely    sometimes      often          always

never        rarely    sometimes      often          always

How often does this manager do the following?

Frequency Rating ScaleFrequency Rating Scale

X

X
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1. Lets people know clearly 
where he stands on issues. 
Declares himself.

2. Direct; a straight-shooter. 
Tells people candidly what 
he thinks. 

ineffective     adequate      effective           very     extraordinarily 
effective       effective

How effective is this manager on the following?

ineffective     adequate      effective           very     extraordinarily 
effective       effective

Effectiveness Rating ScaleEffectiveness Rating Scale

X

X

Traditional Response ScalesTraditional Response Scales
Don't Capture Overkill Don't Capture Overkill 

Frequency scales

Blur distinction between a lot and too much

Imply "more is better"

Evaluation Scales 

Don't distinguish between deficiency and excess 

Aren't prescriptively clear
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- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
Much

too little
Barely

too little
Barely

too much
Much

too much

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
Much

too little
Barely

too little
Barely

too much
Much

too much

Too little  Too muchamount
The right

A SolutionA Solution

- 4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

- 4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

The right
amount Too muchToo little

Much 
too little

Barely 
too little

Barely 
too much

Much 
too much

1. Lets people know clearly 
where he stands on issues. 
Declares himself.

2. Direct; a straight-shooter. 
Tells people candidly what 
he thinks. 

The "Curvilinear" Rating ScaleThe "Curvilinear" Rating Scale

X

X
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Item text: 
"Lets people know clearly and with feeling where she 
stands on issues. Declares herself."

Curvilinear Scale Picks Up Overkill

Average subordinates' ratings for 107 executives.

Even more important,
it picks up imbalance.

- 4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

- 4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

The right
amount Too muchToo little

Much 
too little

Barely 
too little

Barely 
too much

Much 
too much

1f. Lets people know clearly 
where he stands on issues. 
Declares himself.

1e. Interested in where other 
people stand. Open to their 
ideas.

X

X
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UtilityUtility

Feedback providers (raters)

Feedback recipients (ratees)

Organizations

Researchers

Benefits to Raters Benefits to Raters 

Raters find it useable and useful

Report having more latitude to express perceptions

Readily recognize and use too much options

Inter-rater reliability is higher
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Estimates of inter-rater reliability (ICC[2])

Superiors .44                     .50

Peers .36 .44

Subordinates .30                     .47

Average .37                     .47

Traditional 
Scales*

"Curvilinear"
Scale

* Based on Conway & Huffcut's (1997) meta-analysis

Benefits to Feedback Recipients Benefits to Feedback Recipients 

Clarity and confidence interpreting results

Relieves ambiguity of frequency and evaluation scales

What to do is obvious and actionable

Spreads scores out
80% of scores on traditional scales: between 3.25 and 4.25
80% of scores on new scale: between -1.25 and + 1.00
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"Our company uses a five-point scale in the 360o

that is part of our annual performance appraisals. 
What happens is almost all the respondents give 
you a 3 or 4. They don't use the full scale. So what 
you get is this ridiculous thing where your highest 
score is 3.9 and your lowest is 3.3. So the 360o

doesn't differentiate. It doesn't identify the problem 
players. And it doesn't help you sort out your 
strengths and weaknesses." 

— Senior Line Executive

Benefits to OrganizationsBenefits to Organizations

Vehicle for changing the culture

Overkill idea and instrument provide a new vocabulary

Opens door to new understanding of tensions and tradeoffs

Motorola case study

Help distinguish among individuals for decision-making

Powerful 1-2 punch: effectiveness and DM/DL ratings 

DM/DL ratings yield substantial incremental validity 
Increase prediction of ranking by 25%+
Provides shades of gray: is this a good 3 or not so good 3?
High effectiveness (4/5) but Do less: early warning
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An AdaptationAn Adaptation

complements a traditional evaluation scale nicelycomplements a traditional evaluation scale nicely

Benefits to Researchers Benefits to Researchers 

Opens up new possibilities

Encourages the search for curvilinear relationships

How should opposites relate to one another?

Task-oriented vs People-oriented
Autocratic vs Participative
Short-term vs Long-term
Visionary vs Practical
Technical Expertise vs General Management
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Relationships between Forceful and Enabling 
Leadership and Overall Effectiveness
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Enabling Leadership

+1.5+1.0+0.50-0.5-1.0-1.5

Too Little Too Much Too Little Too Much

R = .63

R = .57

Relationships between Supposedly Opposite 
Dimensions of Managerial Behavior

Frequency Scale Curvilinear Scale
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Criticisms & ConcernsCriticisms & Concerns

"Most things can't be overdone" – critics say that you:

Can't be too smart

Can't be too considerate or too visionary

Difficulty creating scale scores

Straight averages assume compensatory model 
the dilution problem: item ratings of -2 and +2 = 0

Sometimes you need a linear yardstick

Creating an overall, rollup score suffers dilution problem

Rank-ordering individuals for decision-making gets tricky
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Superior Ratings Subordinate RatingsSuperior Ratings

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4
Too Little Too Much

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4
Too Little Too MuchToo Little Too Much

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4
Too Little Too Much

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4
Too Little Too MuchToo Little Too Much

Subordinate Ratings

Ratings on the item, 
"Compassionate. Responsive to people's needs and feelings."

N = 157 N = 518
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Next StepsNext Steps

"Bake-off" Study

Experimental control and falsifiable hypothesis testing

Directly compare freq., eval, & curvilinear response scales

Raters assess identical items three times, once with each scale
How does each type of rating scale onto one another?
What is the incremental validity of each scale over the others?

Any takers?


